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The legendary starfy ds

Densetsu no Starfy redirects here. For the first game in the series, see Densetsu no Stafy (video game). For the fifth game in the series, see The Legendary Starfy (video game). This article requires additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sourced material can be
disputed and removed. Find sources: The Legendary Starfy – newspaper news. JSTOR scholar books (May 2008) (Find out how and when to remove this model message) The legendary StarfyThe Legendary StarfyGenre(s)PlatformerDeveloper(s)TosePublisher(s)NintendoCreator(s)Hitoshi Yamagami (Nintendo)Yasuhiro Minamimoto
(Tose)Original release6, The Legendary Starfy is a series of video games developed by Tose and published by Nintendo. The series is the only franchise for which Tose owns the copyright, which they share with Nintendo; as a result, Tose, who does not normally put their company's name on their games, does so in the Starfy series. The
series began in 2002 with Densetsu no Stafy for the Game Boy Advance, and four sequels were released. For its first seven years, Starfy games were not released outside of Japan. The fifth and final game in the series was released as The Legendary Starfy in North America on June 8, 2009. Games Below is a list of games released in
the series. Games that precede Taiketsu! Da'ru Kaizokudan were only released in Japan. As a result, there are no English language titles for these games. An English-language title can be given if a Nintendo division outside of Japan chooses to locate one of these games or include one of them in a game from another series. Densetsu
no StafyOriginal title details release date:[1]CanceledOriginal schedule:JP: December 2000 Years of release from the system:Notes canceled: Game Boy Color prototype of the first title. Cancelled due to the release of the Game Boy Advance. Densetsu no StafyOriginal release date(s):JP: September 6, 2002 Years of System
Release:2002 - Game Boy Advance Notes: Released only in Japan. First title in The Legendary Starfy series. The first Legendary Starfy Game Boy Advance title. Densetsu no Stafy 2Original release date:JP: September 5, 2003 Years of Release from system:2003 - Game Boy Advance Notes: Released only in Japan. The first title with a
collection of costumes to wear for Starfy. The first title to have more than one phase per area, instead of one as in the previous title. Densetsu no Stafy 3Original release date:JP: August 5, 2004 Years of Release from system:2004 - Game Boy Advance Notes: Released only in Japan. The first title in the series to include multiplayer-
compatible mini-games. The first with two different characters The first to have phases with parallas scrolling backgrounds. Densetsu no Stafy 4East release dates:JP: April 13, 2006 Release years – Nintendo DS Notes: Only released in Japan. The first title to be rendered in 3D graphics, although only for scene backgrounds, costumes
and some scenes. The first Legendary Starfy Nintendo DS title. The Legendary StarfyOriginal release date:[2]JP: July 10, 2008NA: June 8, 2009AU: October 10, 2009 Years of System Release:2008 – Nintendo DS Notes: Released in Japan as Densetsu no Stafy Taiketsu! The only Legendary Starfy title to be released outside of Japan.
The only Legendary Starfy title to have a cooperative multiplayer. (The third game in the series used only multiplayer features on minigames.) Gameplay The Legendary Starfy series are platform games, focusing more on swimming than running and jumping around. Players control the protagonist of the series, Starfy, during each game;
from the third title onwards, Starfy Starly's sister is playable occasionally. When on the ground, the controls are equal to the controls of most other platform games. When in the water, players can only move Starfy using the control pad on their own; however, if players want starfy to swim faster, they hold down button B as they move it.
Games are usually composed of multiple phases or worlds, with each phase divided into four sub-phases. Boss characters hide at the end of the last secondary phase of each world. Most of the objectives of the other subsoe masks are focused on retrieving a lost or stolen item for another character. Most power-ups are vehicles and
costumes. Some are new moves, and some are updates for moves and other power-ups. Marketing Although there had always been plans to bring the series to North America, the reason the series remained in Japan until the announcement of the fifth game was because Nintendo of America had declared the series too Japanese.
Nintendo of America has also considered bringing the other four games to North America in some form, as well as expanding the series to the Wii, depending on the response from fans. [3] Advertising Animated TELEVISION commercials take place freely in the plot of whatever title is advertised, as well as in its gameplay. The settings
and actions were slightly different from those of the securities they advertised. For example, in the first title The Legendary Starfy, Starfy was walking inside tenkai palace carrying some things, including the magic jar holding the antagonist, Ogura, until Starfy stumbled and dropped the stuff he was carrying, while the magic jar fell into the
ocean under tenkai palace. But in one of the commercials for the first title of the series, Starfy was walking outside Tenkai Palace while carrying only the magical, until he tripped and fell into the ocean along with the Magic Vase. With the exception of Densetsu no Stafy 3, its commercial is the only one in The Legendary Starfy series that
has a different setting. Different. to unfold anywhere in the game, the commercial takes place in a sushi bar, where characters are standing on plates as they are moved to a conveyor belt. In Japanese commercials for Densetsu no Stafy 4 and Densetsu no Stafy Taiketsu! Da'ru Kaizokudan returns to the way the commercials for the first
two titles in the series were, making them loosely based on the plots of everything that is advertised. While Densetsu doesn't Stafy Taiketsu! Da'ru Kaizokudan was scheduled for release in North America as The Legendary Starfy, a new British live-action commercial for it takes place on a boat The Falling Star, where an old man and his
nephew, fishing, talk about catching a giant squid, the nephew is worried, until the old man assures his nephew that he doesn't have to worry, because he has Starfy. Starfy then jumps out of the sea. This is the first North American commercial, which aired on May 25, 2009. Merchandise During the release of each game in the series,
there were many types of merchandise related to the series released in Japanese stores, such as plush dolls, matitites, birthday balloons and casino cards. Nintendo also officially produced a manga version of the Densetsu no Stafy series and later, Densetsu no Stafy R with Shogakukan. CD soundtracks from the Starfy series were also
released. The one used to promote the first game The Legendary Starfy was sung by BECKY. Kazuki Saya sang to promote Densetsu no Stafy 2. The J-pop group Perfume became the first group to sing the theme song, which was used to promote Densetsu no Stafy 3 during the credits of a Japanese TELEVISION show Oha-Sta.
Despite this being done, it was not released in retail stores. In the commercials for Densetsu no Stafy 3, Profumo's song entitled Vitamin Drop was the only song played in a Starfy commercial that is not related to the series. Another J-pop band Cute recorded the theme song to promote Densetsu no Stafy 4. The Legendary Starfy, unlike
other games in the series, was never promoted with a vocal song or CD by a singer or J-pop group. Manga Densetsu no Stafy説の⼀⼀⼀ー (Densetsu no Sutaf)GenreAction Adventure, Manga ComedyWritten byYumiko SudoPublished byShogakukanMagazineCoroCoro ComicDemographicChildren, Sh'nenOriginal runJune 2002 –
October 2005Volumes2 MangaDensetsu no Stafy RWritten bySuzuo YadakaPublished byShogakukanMagazineCoroCoro ComicDemographicChildren, April 2008 is an anime and manga portal Densetsu no Stafy[c] is a manga series produced by Shogakukan and Nintendo. It is based on the video game series The Legendary Starfy,
most notably the first and second title in the series. It was serialized in Shogakukan CoroCoro Comic magazine from its June 2002 issue to its October 2005 issue. Two tank-bons (volumes that collect the individual chapters chapters it was released on October 28, 2003 and September 28, 2005. [4] The manga series later landed a sequel
titled Densetsu no Stafy R. It is based on the same series of video games as Densetsu no Stafy, most notably Densetsu no Stafy 4. This manga is also titled Densetsu no Stafy Returns. It was serialized in CoroCoro Comic from the April 2006 issue to the April 2008 issue. A single volume was released on July 28, 2008. Other media
appearances While only one of The Legendary Starfy games is released outside of Japan, some references in the series have made cameo appearances in some games that have been released internationally. In Mario and Luigi: Superstar Saga for The Game Boy Advance, a poster in the Yoshi Theater recalls the box art of the first
game in the series also for the Game Boy Advance, but titled in English as Legend of Stafy. In Super Princess Peach for the Nintendo DS, an enemy named Starfish resembles the Starfy sprites of Densetsu no Stafy 4, as well as The Legendary Starfy, but with sunglasses. In the Japanese version of Donkey Konga, one of the songs is the
main song of the series. Starfy appears in Super Smash Bros. Brawl as one of the characters in the Assist Trophy, as well as a pair of stickers and a regular trophy, and is once again referred to as Stafy. Attack using his spin attack against opponents of those who summoned him, but unlike most, he can be attacked and defeated. [7] He
returns with the same role in Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii you and Super Smash Bros. Starfy has also become an unlockable costume with his course in Super Mario Maker. Notes : Japanese: 説 Hepburn: Densetsu no Sutaf lights up. The legendary Stafy Comparison! Pirate Da'ru - Japanese Team説: Densetsu no
Sutafà lit. The Legendary Starfy - Japanese: 説 Hepburn: Densetsu no Sutafà R on. The Legendary Stafy R - Japanese: Densetsu no Suta覧f Nintendo (JP) (in Japanese). Recovered 2010-07-04. ^ 伝説のスタフィー たいけつ!ダイール海賊団. Nintendo/TOSE. Recovered 2008-06-16. ^ [1] ^ ⼩学館:コミック 『伝説のスタフィー 1』. Mr
Shogakukan. Recovered 2008-08-22. ^ ⼩学館:コミック 『伝説のスタフィー 2』. Mr Shogakukan. Recovered 2008-08-22. (⼀⼀⼀⼀⼀ 『⼀⼀説⼀⼀⼀⼀ーR⼀⼀. Mr Shogakukan. Recovered 2008-08-22. Smash Bros. DOJO!! Stafy. Nintendo. December 14, 2007. Recovered 2007-12-14. Retrieved from
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